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Message

re: OT Pimp Mansion outside of
Broussard...need some late night
sleuthing
Posted by TigerTattle

on 9/8/12 at 8:25 am to

ClarkGriswold

quote:
Goes to show you what having goals in
life, HARD WORK, taking risks, and
determination can do and not
depending on the government.

He didn't build that. Other people made that
happen.
(Kudos to him. I admire people that make their
own way in the world, even those who aren't
wealthy)
Reply
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Posted by Lsupimp

0

on 9/8/12 at 8:28 am to

Northgate

I met some of Stuller's employees recently that
work on his property and they spoke highly of
him. BTW, that is one gorgeous property,with a
beautiful ridgeline, just the fence alone had to
cost 1.7 bazillion pesos.
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Posted by brgfather129

0

on 9/8/12 at 8:28 am to

Northgate

quote:
Seems like a theme here ... How is that
alphabet soup behind your name going
to really help you? Ask these two guys
...

It helps plenty.
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Top

Posted by yellowfin

0

on 9/8/12 at 8:34 am to

Northgate

quote:
Posted by Northgate Seems like a
theme here ... How is that alphabet
soup behind your name going to really
help you? Ask these two guys ...

Most people need that alphabet soup, the
motivation, drive, intelligence, and balls it takes to
do something like stuller isn't very common.
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0
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Posted by TheIndulger

0

on 9/8/12 at 8:44 am to

Northgate

quote:
Alphabet soup behind your name

Because they didn't need it doesn't mean
everyone has the same ability. Logic fail.
Reply
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0

Top

Posted by ZereauxSum

0

on 9/8/12 at 8:45 am to

yellowfin

quote:
Most people need that alphabet soup,
the motivation, drive, intelligence, and
balls it takes to do something like stuller
isn't very common.

This.
I love it when people see a guy like this and go off
the deep end with the "formal Ed is worthless"
nonsense.
Let's see how awesome the world gets when we
have no doctors, engineers, lenders, etc.
ETA: and lets minimize the efforts of
entrepreneurs who start from zero and make
themselves rich.
This post was edited on 9/8 at 8:51 am
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Posted by Geraldo Rivera

0

on 9/8/12 at 8:46 am to

ZereauxSum

quote:
Dude is a boss

He's a pretty nice guy too. Didn't let the money go
to his head that much. My mom used to work in
Stuller's HR department and I met him several
times.
Reply
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0
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Posted by tgrbaitn08

0

on 9/8/12 at 8:57 am to

ZereauxSum

quote:

I love it when people see a guy like this
and go off the deep end with the "formal
Ed is worthless" nonsense.
Let's see how awesome the world gets
when we have no doctors, engineers,
lenders, etc.
ETA: and lets minimize the efforts of
entrepreneurs who start from zero and
make themselves rich.

Extaclty.....Which reminds me....take a look at
these idiots

LINK
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Posted by ClarkGriswold

0

on 9/8/12 at 9:00 am to

Geraldo Rivera

I've met several of his employees and people that
know him and have heard the same thing. I tip my
hat to him for that.
Reply
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Posted by HebertFest08

0

on 9/8/12 at 9:02 am to

Specktricity

quote:
Umm...ever heard of Steve jobs. You
know, that fruit company

You know don't think I have..... there is an a-hole
in every bunch
My point although not completely made, is that it
is very tough to do it. He is a local guy and he did
it big......
I mean since your captain obvious you would
realize how hard it is to do something like this.
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Posted by Rickety Cricket

0

on 9/8/12 at 9:05 am to

man in the stadium

A lot of undereducated and uneducated people in
here looking to make themselves feel better for
only having a GED.
Reply
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Posted by iluvdatiger

0

on 9/8/12 at 9:06 am to man

in the stadium

is that the biggest house in LA? I was just rooting
around looking at the jewelry on his site, looks
like he sells his jewelry to Lee Michael's among
other places.
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0

Posted by Skillet on 9/8/12 at 9:20 am to iluvdatiger

Cleo Fields house on Highland Crossing in BR is
pretty sweet.

Cleo's pad
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Posted by TigerTreyjpg

0

on 9/8/12 at 10:16 am to

Skillet

quote:
A lot of undereducated and uneducated
people in here looking to make
themselves feel better for only having a
GED.

This.
There are alot of ways to make a living. I hated
school the whole time I was there. I wanted to
quit several times, join the military, or do
something that doesn't require a formal
education. Now, I'm very thankful my folks pretty
much made me get a degree. I love the job that I
have, but if I lost it tomorrow, I could be employed
in less than a weeks time probably, and that's
strictly because of the degree I got.
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Posted by GaryMyMan

0

on 9/8/12 at 11:15 am to

man in the stadium

I like the "lake house" but what a pain in the arse
construction must have been.

I don't think it's the biggest in La., though. Jim
Bernard's place and Paula Pennington de la
Whatever's seem larger.
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Posted by Signature

0

on 9/8/12 at 11:51 am to

GaryMyMan

I've met stuller at many fundraisers and more
often I see him at my church's bible study. Nicest
guy, but there isn't a lazy bone in his body. Guy is
sharp. He has guns galore stashed and I mean
tons. Coolest story I've heard about him is from a
couple friends. They were at a very rare function
at his house and in the midst of the social action
Stullers security team came in and whispered
something into his ear. Within seconds they had
whisked him off on a helicopter.
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Posted by Northgate

0

on 9/8/12 at 10:08 pm to

Signature

Look do whatever you want. Take out loans from
here to Sunday, and put the whole alphabet
behind your name, twice. I don't care.
But out here, in the real world people don't care
about that. And it doesn't guarantee anything.
If you compare yourself to the bottom - say a
ditch digger - then alphabet soup looks great! If
you compare yourself to the top, it ain't shite.
That's why Stuller dropped out. That's why Gates
dropped out, and Jobs. And Richard Branson.
And it's why billionaires are paying promising kids
$100,000 to drop out. LINK
If you don't have it, then alphabet soup. Makes
you feel good. But if you have it, the world is your
oyster!
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Posted by supatigah

0

on 9/8/12 at 10:56 pm to

Signature

He has motion sensors positioned all over the
property and a full time security staff that watch
over that place like hawks
All of the older houses on the property were
converted to other uses. Groundskeeper has a
house, security has a house, etc.
Stuller has a foundation that gives tons to charity
and also gives zero interest loans to local private
schools and churches to build facilities. If he isn't
a billionaire he is pretty damn close
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Posted by El Josey Wales
to supatigah

0

on 9/8/12 at 11:03 pm

This has been an informative thread. The wealth
of knowledge here never ceases to amaze me.
Reply
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Posted by G Vice

0

on 9/9/12 at 12:00 am to

supatigah

Ditto everything said about him thus far.
I would add: Matt Stuller and the Knight family
(Mark Knight) helped purchase the Mt. Bayou
Boy Scout Camp near Chicot State Park, so now
the Evangeline Area Council wholly owns it,
which is a tremendous boon for the local council.
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Latest LSU News »
Five-Star ILB Antoine
Sampah Commits To LSU
Boom! Welcome abaord
Antoine!

College Football Post-Spring Practice
Top 25 Rankings From CBS
Highlights Of Antoine Sampah, LSU's
Newest 5-Star LB Commit Is Full Of Bone
Crushing Hits
Photos: Here's 5-Star Rakim Jarrett
Committing To Coach In The LSU Locker
Room
Report: Tape In Federal Court Links Will
Wade To $300k 'Deal' To Get Naz Reid

Sports Lite »
Here's Who Paul Finebaum
Would Put His Money On
To Replace Nick Saban
Hmm...not who I'd think.

Watch Georgia Signee Runs Fastest 100Meters Ever In High School, However....
This Elite College Basketball Coach Is
Now Attending LeBron James Jr.'s
Games
Kid Hit With Puck At Stars Game &
Cowboys RB Ezekiel Elliott Did This To
Cheer Him Up
So, Paulina Gretzky Is Back In The
Bahamas
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